Conclusion
to Ms. Brown's cooking issues

Draw together main points of
the argument
The causes for Ms. Brown's cooking
misadventures involve unaddressed
dangerous habits, as well as a lack of
commitment on her part. Yet the effects
are too unpleasant and dangerous to
ignore. The time for action is now.

Make the topic interesting
and relevant to the reader
All families want to come home to a
joyful, safe, and comfortable life. Food
and meals are at the center of domestic
life. Who doesn't like sitting down to a
tasty, warm, nourishing meal cooked to
perfection?

Link back to the introduction
Remember in the introduction my hook was:
Black plumes of smoke curl up from the
pan, waft across the kitchen, and wind their
way into the living area. Thick acrid smoke
soon sets off the smoke alarm. The campus
alert staff roll their eyes. "It's that lady in
Qila One again!"

So the link back:
With determination and resources,
things can change for the better. Ms.
Brown's family can relax and enjoy the
enticing aromas of garlic, rosemary,
and basil as they waft through the
apartment. Meanwhile the alert staff
can attend to their real job: protecting
the campus residents from monkeys
and escaped students.

The causes for Ms. Brown's cooking misadventures involve
unaddressed dangerous habits, as well as a lack of commitment
on her part. Yet the effects are too unpleasant and dangerous to
ignore. The time for action is now. All families want to come
home to a joyful, safe, and comfortable life. Food and meals are at
the center of domestic life. Who doesn't like sitting down to a
tasty, warm, nourishing meal cooked to perfection? With
determination and resources, things can change for the better.
Ms. Brown's family can relax and enjoy the enticing aromas of
garlic, rosemary, and basil as they waft through the apartment.
Meanwhile the alert staff can attend to their real job: protecting
the campus residents from monkeys and escaped students.

